Instructor: Caity Coffin

Dates: Thursday, February 27, 10:00am - 1:00pm

Project description: This will be a hands-on walkthrough of the basics of Art & Stitch. We will focus on designing and digitizing our own quilting patterns both from scratch and from tracing an image, as well as pulling in existing designs and editing them. By the end of class, you will be familiar with all of the icons and tools available so you can get comfortable and ready to play at home.

Supplies:
1. Art & Stitch program installed and activated on laptop. All Art & Stitch Basic purchases come with an activation key that can be used on up to two computers. You should be able to install one on your longarm QMatic or ProStitcher tablet, and still have one available for your laptop so you can design on the go. Call the shop and work with Caity before class if you have any trouble getting it activated on your laptop.
2. Bring your laptop, power cord, and mouse to class
3. If you don't have a laptop, you can still come to class and follow along, but it will be harder to remember if you don't work through the activities in class
4. Notebook and pen to take notes
5. A snack if you need it!